
Ulam Quarterly | Volume 1, Number 1, 1992Alexandre Grothendieck's EGA VPart I: Hyperplane Sections andConic Projections(1)(Interpretation and Rendition of his `prenotes')Joseph BlassDepartment of MathematicsBowling Green State UniversityBowling Green, OH 43403Piotr BlassDepartment of MathematicsPalm Beach Atlantic CollegeWest Palm Beach, FL 33402andStan KlasaDepartment of Computer ScienceConcordia UniversityMontreal, Canada, H3G 1M8x1 Preliminaries and NotationLet S be a prescheme, E be a locally free Module of �nite type over S,and �E be its dual. We denote by P = P(E) the projective �bration de�nedby E and by �P the projective �bration de�ned by �E. �P will be called thescheme of hyperplanes of P . This terminology can be justi�ed as follows.Let � be a section of �P over S which is therefore determined by an invertiblequotient module L of �E. From it we obtain an invertible quotient moduleLP of �EP = (EP )�, on the other hand, we have the invertible quotient moduleOp(1) of Ep. Passing to the duals we may take L�1P (resp. OP (�1)) to beinvertible submodules (locally direct factors) of EP (resp. of (EP )�) and thepairing EP 
 �EP ! OP de�nes therefore a natural pairingOP (�1) 
L�1P �! OP (�)or also a transposed homomorphismOP �! OP (1)
 LP = LP (1) (��)62



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part I:Hyperplane Sections and Conic Projections (1) 63i.e. a section of LP (1) canonically de�ned by �. The \divisor" of thatsection, i.e. the closed subscheme H� of P de�ned by the Ideal, image of(�), is called the hyperplane in P de�ned by the element � 2 �P (S). We couldalso describe it by noting that locally over S, � is given by a section ' of Esuch that '(s) 6= 0 for all s (' is determined by � up to multiplication by aninvertible section of OS ); since E = p�(Op(1)), (p:P ! S is the projection),' can be considered as a section of OP (1), the divisor of which is nothingelse but H�.Of course, if we consider L�1 as an invertible submodule of E locallya direct factor in E then the correspondence between � (i.e. L or L�1 � E)and ' is obtained by taking for ' a section of L�1 which does not vanish atany point, i.e. by a trivialization of L�1 (which exists locally anyway). Letus note that H� is simply P (E=L�1) (canonical isomorphism), which is athird way to describe H� (N.B. P (E=L�1) is indeed canonically embeddedin P = P(E) which has the advantage of proving in addition that H is aprojective �bration over S and is �a fortiori smooth over S. (Again it wouldhave been better to say in sect. 17 of EGA IV that a projective �bration issmooth...). It would be best to begin this way.Remarks. The construction of H� in terms of � is compatible with basechange, as one can see right away, in other words one �nds a homomorphismof functors (Sch)o=S ! (Ens), �P ! Div(P=S) where the second termdenotes the functor of \relative divisors" of P=S whose values at S0 (anarbitrary S prescheme) is the set of closed subschemes of PS0 which arecomplete transversal intersections and of codimension 1 relatively to S0 (cf.sect. 19) [of EGA IV, Intepreter].1It is easy to show that this functor homomorphism is a monomor-phism, in other words that � is determined by H�. (This last fact justi�esthe terminology \scheme of hyperplanes" used above.) We shall see thatthe functor Div(P=S) is representable by the prescheme (direct) sum ofP (Symmk (�E)) so that �P can be identi�ed to an open and closed subschemeof Div(P=S) : : : 2 (N.B. Let's remark that, the determination of the relativedivisors of P=S could be done with the means available right now, usingresults of Ch. III and could be added as an example to sec. 19 ...) [of EGAIV, Interp.].Let us now make the base change S0 = �P ! S and let us consider thediagonal section (or \generic section") of �PS0 = P(�ES0 ) over S0: we �nd aclosed subschemeH of PS0 = P�S �P , called sometimes the incidence schemebetween P and �P de�ned by the Ideal image of the canonical homomorphismOP (�1) 
S O �P (�1) �! OP�S �P ;from what we know already, it is a projective �bration over �P , and bysymmetry it is also a projective �bration over P . We recover, of course, the1Uses notation of new edition of EGA IV [Interp.]2Compare with Mumford's: `Lectures on curves on an algebraic surface.' [Interp.]



64 Joseph Blass, Piotr Blass and Stan Klasa\special" hyperplanes H� (for � a section of �P over S) by starting out fromthe \universal hyperplane" H and by taking its inverse image for the basechange S ��! �P .The same remark holds for every point � of �P with values in any S-prescheme S0 which (considered as a section of PS0 over S0) allows us tode�ne an H� � PS0 ; the latter is nothing else but the inverse image of H bythe base change S0 ��! �P .In what follows we assume a prescheme X of �nite type over S andan S morphism f :X ! P . One of the main objectives of this section is tostudy for every hyperplane H� of P , where � 2 P (S), its inverse imageY� = f�1(H�) = X �P H�and especially to relate the properties of X and Y�. As usual we considerP (S0), S0 an arbitrary S scheme (in this case H� is a hyperplane in PS0)and we put againY� = f�1S0 (H�) = XS0 �PS0 H� = X �P H�;where the subscript S0 denotes as usual the e�ect of the base change S0 ! Sand where in the last expression we consider H� as a P -prescheme via thecomposite morphism H� ! PS0 ! P . It is therefore again convenient toconsider the case where � is \universal" i.e. where S0 = �P and � is thediagonal section so that H� = H, in this case one observes (up to betternotations to be suggested by Dieudonn�e) that Y = Y�. In the general caseof a �:S0 ! �P , one has therefore also Y� = Y � �P S0. Finally if F is a sheaf ofmodules3 over X we denote by G� its inverse image over Y� by G its inverseimage over H so that we also have G� = G
 O �POS0 .Let us summarize in a small diagram the essentials of the constructionsand notations considered.F G G�X  ���� X �S �P  ���� Y  ���� Y�??y ??y ??y ??yP  ���� P �S �P  ���� H  ���� H�??y ??y . .S  ���� �P  ���� S0(The squares and diamonds appearing in this diagram are Cartesian).In the next section we will study systematically the following case: S0is the spectrum of a �eldK and its image in �P is generic in the corresponding3Ask A.G. If module always means coherent or quasi-coherent sheaf of modules.



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part I:Hyperplane Sections and Conic Projections (1) 65�ber �Ps. After making the base change Spec k(s) ! S we are reduced tothe case where S is the spectrum of a �eld k, what we are going to assumein the next section. Also most of the properties studied for X and Y� areof \geometric nature" and therefore invariant under base �eld change, thisallows us also (without loss of generality) to restrict ourselves to the casewhere K is algebraically closed or to the case where K = k(�), � beingthe generic point of �P and �:Spec(K) ! �P is obviously the canonicalmorphism. We also note that for geometric questions concerning X, Y� wecan (after making a base change on k) restrict ourselves to the case of kalgebraically closed.A terminological note: If f is an immersion we usually call Y� ahyperplane section of X (relatively to the projective immersion f and tothe hyperplane H� [Interp.]). There is no reason why not to extend thisterminology to the case of an arbitrary f .x2 Study of the generic hyperplane section: local propertiesLet us recall that now S = Spec(k), where k is a �eld. If � is a pointof �P and if �:Spec k(�) ! �P is the canonical morphism we are also goingto write H�, Y� , G� instead of H�, Y�, G�.In this section � will always denote the generic point of �P .Proposition 2.1. Let us assume that X is irreducible. Then Y� is irre-ducible or empty and in the �rst case it dominates X; anyway Y is irre-ducible.Indeed, since H ! P is a projective �bration as it is for Y ! Xwhich implies that Y is irreducible if X is irreducible. So the generic �berY� [Interp.] of Y over �P is irreducible or empty and in the �rst case itsgeneric point is the generic point of Y which therefore lies over the genericpoint of X. q.e.d.Proposition 2.2. Let Z be a subset of P . Then its inverse image Z� inH� is empty if and only if every point of Z is closed. In particular if Z isconstructible then Z� = � if and only if Z is �nite.We may suppose that Z is reduced to a single point z and we onlyhave to prove that the image of H� in P consists exactly of the non-closedpoints of P . Let X be the closure of z, using 2.1 we only have to provethat Z� = � if and only if X is �nite (X being a closed subscheme of P ).Replacing X by Xk(�) ,! Pk(�) the `only if' [French `il faut' or necessary]part results from the following fact for which we have to have a reference andwhich fact deserves to be restated here as a lemma: if Y is any hyperplanesection of X and if Y� = � then X is �nite (indeed X � P � H is a�neand projective: : : ). The `su�cient' part is obvious, for example, by noticingthat Y is a projective �bration of relative dimension (n�1) over X (n beingthe relative dimension of P and �P over S), thus X being �nite over k, Y



66 Joseph Blass, Piotr Blass and Stan Klasais of absolute dimension n � 1, hn = dim P i thus the morphism Y ! �Pcannot be dominant thus its generic �ber Y� is empty.Corollary 2.3. Let f :X ! P be a morphism of �nite type and let Z be aconstructible subset of X. In order for its inverse image in Y� to be emptyit is necessary and su�cient for the image f(Z) to be �nite. In particular,in order for Y� to be empty it is necessary and su�cient for f(X) to be�nite.Corollary 2.4. Let Z;Z0 be two closed subsets of X with Z irreducible,and let Z� and Z 0� be their inverse images in Y�. In order to have Z� � Z0�it is necessary and su�cient for f(Z) to be �nite or to have Z � Z0. Inorder that Z� = Z0� it is necessary and su�cient for f(Z) and f(Z0) to be�nite or to have Z = Z0.This is an immediate consequence of 2.3 as we see thatf(Z � Z \ Z0) can only be �nite if Z � Z0 or if f(Z) is �nite (if we donot have z � Z0 then z �Z \Z0 is dense in Z, thus f(Z �Z \Z 0) is densein f(Z), and if the former is �nite and thus closed|being constructible|sois also the latter.Corollary 2.5. To every irreducible component Xi of X such that dimf(Xi) > 0 we assign its inverse image Yi� in Y� . Then Yi� is an irreduciblecomponent of Y� and we obtain this way a one-to-one correspondence be-tween the set of irreducible components Xi of X such that dim f(Xi) > 0and the set of irreducible components of Y�.Indeed, it follows from 2.3 that Y� is the union of all Yi� de�ned above,that are closed and non-empty subsets of Y ; they are also irreducible becauseof 2.1. Finally, they are mutually not included in each other because of 2.4,hence the conclusion.Let us notice that if dim Xi = di we have dim Yi = di � 1. Moregenerally:Proposition 2.6. Let us assume that for every irreducible component Xiof X we have dim f(Xi) > 0, i.e. Yi� 6= ;, or that f is an immersion anddim f(X) > 0. Then we have dim Y� = dim X � 1.We are reduced to the case where X is irreducible, since 2.5. By thevery construction, Y� is de�ned from Xk(�) as the divisor of a section ofan invertible module over Xk(�) (i.e. the inverse image of OP (1)). On theother hand, Xk(�) is irreducible (since X is irreducible and since k(�) is apure transcendental extension of k |fact that should have been mentionedat the beginning of the section : : : ) h precision not given by A.G. i andY� 6= Xk(�) since the image of Y� in X (not like Xk(�), which is faithfullyat over X) is not equal to X, indeed it does not contain the closed pointsof X because of 2.3. It follows that dim Y� = dim Xk(�) � 1 = dim X � 1(reference needed for the last equality.) q.e.d.



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part I:Hyperplane Sections and Conic Projections (1) 67Proposition 2.7. Let F be a quasi coherent module over X, hence G� overY� . Let Zi be the associated prime cycles of F such that dim f(Zi) > 0. LetZi� be the inverse image of Zi in Y�, then the Zi� are exactly all the primecycles associated with G�. Also, their inclusion relations are the same asthose of Zi.The last assertion is contained in 2.4. On the other hand, sinceY ! X is a projective �bration, thus at with �bers (S1) and irreducible,it follows from sect. 3 of EGA IV that the associated prime cycles with theinverse image G of F over Y are the inverse images of the associated primecycles of F. Hence they are induced on the generic �ber Y� of Y over �P ,and the associated prime cycles to G� are the non-empty inverse images ofthe Zi which proves 2.7 by means of 2.3.Actually we did not need Y but we could have used directly the factthat Y� ! X is at with �bers (S1) (and also geometrically regular, i.e. themorphism is regular) and with irreducible �bers (and even geometricallyirreducible: they are localizations of projective schemes); same remark forthe proof of 2.1.Proposition 2.8. Let F be coherent over X, let y 2 Y�, and x be its imagein X. Let P (M ) be one of the following properties for a �nitely generatedmodule M over a noetherian local ring A:(i) coprof M � n (ref)(ii) M satis�es (Sk) (ref)(iii) M is Cohen-Macaulay(iv) M is reduced (ref)(v) M is integral (ref)Then for G�;y to satisfy the property P , it is necessary and su�cientthat Fx also satis�es it.This follows immediately from results of section 64 taking into accountthat Y� ! Y is a regular morphism so that OX;x ! OY �;y should be regular.Taking into account 2.3, we obtain thus:Corollary 2.9. With the notations for 2.8, let Z be the set of x 2 X suchthat P (Fx) is false. Then in order for G� to satisfy the condition P at allits points, it is necessary and su�cient for f(Z) to be a �nite subset of P ,or to have dim f(Z) = 0.Indeed, 2.8 tells us that h�1(Z) is the P -singular subset of G� and thatit is empty if and only if f(Z) is �nite by 2.3 (N.B. h denotes the morphismY� ! X; I have just realized that the letter P in 2.8 has been used in twodi�erent ways).Corollary 2.10. Let y 2 Y�, in order that Y� be regular, respectively satisfythe property Rk (reference) at y, respectively be normal at y, it is necessary4Interp.: clear up this reference. Is it EGA IV ?



68 Joseph Blass, Piotr Blass and Stan Klasaand su�cient that X satisfy the same property at x. Let Z be the set ofthose points of X where X is not regular, resp. Ek (resp. normal); for Y� tobe regular, resp. to satisfy Rk, resp. normal, it is necessary and su�cientthat f(Z) be �nite, i.e. dim f(Z) = 0.Same proof as for 2.8 and 2.9. We must give the di�erent referencesensuring that Z be closed (as we must know that it is constructible to apply2.3). Let us point out that in 2.10 we do not talk at all about the correspond-ing geometric properties; the results described are of `absolute' nature. Wenow examine the properties of geometric nature. (We could possibly takethe opportunity to change the section.)x3 Generic hyperplane section: geometric irreducibility andconnectednessTheorem 3.1 (Bertini-Zariski). Assume X geometrically irreducible anddim f(X) � 2. Then the generic hyperplane section Y� has the same prop-erty. Let K=k be the function �eld of X and let n = dim P ; introducingthe a�ne coordinates T1; : : : ; Tn in P (by choosing a hyperplane at in�nityH1 such that f(X) is not contained in it) and S1; : : : ; Sn the a�ne coordi-nates in �P , we see that the function �eld L of Y� can be identi�ed with the�eld of fractions of the integral domain K[S1; : : : ; Sn]=(� tiSi � 1) wherethe ti 2 K are the images of Ti under f :X ! P . Since dim f(x) > 0,the ti are not all algebraic over k, �a fortiori they are not all zero; forexample, take tn 6= 0. Then, we realize immediately that we have L =K(S1; : : : ; Sn�1) (pure transcendental extension), Sn 2 L given by theequation � tiSi � 1 = 0 as a function of the Si (1 � i � n � 1) andthe ti (1 � i � n). On the other hand, k0 = k(�) can be identi�ed withk(S1; : : : ; Sn) and the canonical inclusion k0 ! L is obtained by sending Sito Sii.e. k0 being a subextension of L, is the subextension generated by theSi (1 � i � n) or what is evidently the same by the Si (1 � i � n � 1)and by Sn = a0 + a1S1 + � � �+ an�1Sn�1, where a0 = t�1n , ai = �tit�1n for1 � i � n� 1.We notice that the �eld generated by the ai and by the ti is obvi-ously the same, their common transcendence degree is nothing else but thedimension of f(X).(N.B. It would be appropriate to include this birational description atleast as a corollary to 2.1). The proof of 3.1 is thus reduced to that ofLemma 3.1.1 (Zariski). (See interpreter's note at the end of section [In-terp.]) Let k be a �eld, K an extension of �nite type over k, m an integer� 0, ai (0 � i � m) the elements of K such that the transcendence degree of



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part I:Hyperplane Sections and Conic Projections (1) 69k(a0; : : : ; am) over k is � 2. Let L = K(S1; : : : ; Sm) and k0 be the sub�eldk0 = k(S1; : : : ; Sm; a0 + mP1 aiSi) of L (the Si being indeterminates). If Kis a primary extension of k then L is a primary extension of k0.5This lemma, or lemmata that look like a brother, wander all over theliterature. That is why I leave it up to you the choice of the place fromwhere you will copy a proof, i.e. I do not feel inspired to �nd a proof withmy own means.Corollary 3.2. Assume f is unrami�ed or the characteristic of k is zero,and dim f(X) � 2. Then if X is geometrically integral, the same is trueabout Y�.Indeed, geometrically integral = geometrically irreducible + separa-ble.Corollary 3.3. Assume that k is algebraically closed and that for everyirreducible component Xi of X we have dim f(Xi) � 2. Moreover supposethat X is S-connected, where S is the set of closed subsets Z of X suchthat dim f(Z) = 0 (i.e. for every such Z, X�Z is connected). Under suchconditions, Y� is geometrically connected over k(�).Indeed, by a lemma that ought to appear in sect. 66 with Hartshorne'stheorem, the hypothesis means that we can join any two irreducible com-ponents X0 and X 00 of X by a chain of irreducible components X0 =X0; : : : ; Xn = X 00 such that two consecutive ones have an intersection notin S then the inverse images X0� and X 00� are joined by a chain of Xi� whichare geometrically connected over k(�) by 3.1 and the intersection of twoconsecutive ones is not empty by 2.3.It follows (since Y� = X� is the union of the Xi� , Xi running throughthe set of irreducible components of X) that Y� is geometrically connectedover k(�). q.e.d.Interpreters's note to 3.1.1: This should be compared with Zariski'scollected papers (MIT Press) vol. 1, page 174, vol. 2, page 304. AlsoZariski-Samuel vol. 1, page 196, vol. 2, page 230 of the GTM Springeredition. Also Jouanolou: Th�eor�eme de Bertini et applications, Th. 3.6 andSection 6. This electronic publication and its contents are ccopyright1992 by Ulam Quarterly. Permission is hereby granted togive away the journal and its contents, but no one may \own"it. Any and all �nancial interest is hereby assigned to theacknowledged authors of individual texts. This noti�cationmust accompany all distribution of Ulam Quarterly.5primary extension probably means that the smaller �eld is algebraically closedin the larger one (or quasi algebraically closed) [Interp.]. Jouanolou Thm. 3.6 [Interp.]6Ask A.G.
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